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Audience Poll Question

Does  your Agency have a formal Vendor Performance 
Policy?

1. Yes

2. No

3. No, but considering adopting a policy.



Audience Poll Question

For those Agencies that have a Vendor Performance 
program, are you tracking?  

1. Construction contracts only

2. Above a monetary threshold only.

3. Strategic projects only

4. All publicly bid contracts

5. Only performing  on problematic contracts.



Audience Poll

For those agencies that have a Vendor Performance, 
does your policy permit?

Select all that apply:

1. Placing a Contractor on Probation

2. Suspension of a Contractor

3. Incentives – i.e. extension of Multi-Term contract



Audience Poll

For those agencies that have a Vendor Performance 
program, what type of rating system do you use:

1. Numerical point system

2. Non-numeric point system

3. Other



Audience Poll

For those that have a formal Vendor Performance 
program are you ?

1. Using a web-based automated system to assist with 
tracking and reporting

2. Using a manual paper-based and not considering 
automating the process.

3. Using manual paper-based but considering 
automating the process.



Poor Vendor Performance and Media Coverage

BOMBARDIER’S DELAYED STREETCAR 
DELIVERIES - NOT IN SERVICE
Toronto was supposed to have 121 new 
streetcars by now. We have received only 
35

Past delivery delays tank Bombardier’s 
bid for New York City subway contract
In a letter sent to employees, the president 
of the company’s Americas division said 
past poor performance and delays “sealed 
the fate of our bid.”

TTC

• Public Trust 
diminishes - both 
parties inability to 
manage a high value 
and visible contract.

• Customer Service 
decreases

• Increased costs –
servicing older fleet

• Not achieving 
“Best Value” for 
taxpayers.

• Bombardier
• Poor 

Performance –

lack of trust in 

marketplace in 

Bombardiers 

ability to deliver 

on time and 

provide quality 

equipment. 

• Future lost sales

• Lost Profits

• Spin-off effect to 

their suppliers 

and 
subcontractors



Supplier View Point

1. Bid Documents:  should Include your Agency’s 1)  Vendor Performance program policy and 2) 
Key Performance Indicators = how your Agency will measure Vendors performance and the 
scorecard that will be used:  KPIs should be easily understood and data easily obtained and 
analyzed for compliancy.

2. Avoid subjective evaluation criteria – focus on qualitative measurement i.e.. quantity order vs 
number of defects/returns, delivery

3. Important for Public Agency’s to emphasize that the Vendor’s performance success is 
important for your success.

4. Pre-bid meetings; kick-off meetings, regular meetings through-out contract. 

• address problems when they are still minor and therefore easier to resolve

• Contractors want to have forthright discussions early in the process so they have an 
opportunity to improve performance.  

• Provide clear direction on how Contractor can improve performance.

5. When all Bidders know that your Agency does a Vendor Performance policy and that you 
consider past performance in contract award decisions, it encourages high performing 
contractors to participate and it will create a highly reliable, competitive supply chain for your 
Organization’s bid solicitations. 

6. Fairness - Inconsistency by Government staff in evaluation – if you are going to evaluate my 
company make sure that similar awarded contracts – the vendors are also evaluated.

7. Incentive or Punitive (Suspension) clauses – as a Vendor if I am to be penalized, I also want a 
incentive for exceeding i.e. project completion dates, etc.

8. Provide the Vendor an opportunity to comment on Improvements:  The Vendor's experience 
of working with the buying organization must be considered in the evaluation, as it might be 
the case that they are facing unnecessary obstacles or dealing with difficult people.

9. Opportunity for the Vendor to 1) Review and Comment and 2) challenge an evaluation 
through an Independent dispute process.



Vendor Performance Management
General Best Practices
Source: Auditor General for Local Government publication (2016);  Improving Local Government Procurement Processes and the 
Canadian Ombudsman;

An Organization Vendor Performance Programs should 
have five (5) elements:

1. The support of your Council or Board

2. A formalized Vendor performance policy  - cross 
functional group

3. Processes and procedures

4. Automated systems that assist in monitoring, 
evaluation and reporting vendor performance;

5. Reporting and feedback mechanisms

Incentives/Supplier Award programs have also been 
used.



Trade Agreements (CETA and CFTA)

If there is supporting evidence, a Party, including its procuring 
entities, may exclude a supplier on grounds such as:

1.bankruptcy;

2.false declarations;

3.significant or persistent deficiencies in performance of any 
substantive requirement or obligation under a prior contract or 
contracts;

4.final judgments in respect of serious crimes or other serious 
offences;

5.professional misconduct or acts or omissions that adversely reflect 
on the commercial integrity of the supplier; or

6.failure to pay taxes



The Town of Newmarket Vendor Performance 

•No single best model of Vendor Performance: –Agencies 
should consider the risk assessment to your organization and 
the resources available to your agency to determine the 
extent of your own Vendor Performance program.

•2010 Town of Newmarket staff Committee developed our 
initial Vendor Performance Policy, as contract delivery dates, 
workmanship and project communication were 
unsatisfactory, etc.

•Policy Revised in 2016.
• http://www.newmarket.ca/TownGovernment/Documents/Contractor%20Performance%20pr

ocedural%20document.pdf

http://www.newmarket.ca/TownGovernment/Documents/Contractor Performance procedural document.pdf


Newmarket’s Vendor Performance Policy
Key Features

• Critical to have support of Senior management – adopted by Council.

• Mandatory Final Evaluations for all publicly bid contracts and voluntary 
for all other contracts.

• Multi-year contracts (Interim and Final)

• Good Performance Incentive for Multi-year – ability to extend

• Poor Performance – Probation or Suspension

• Electronically Tracked by web-based Solution which integrates into the 
Bidding System

• Policy communicated to all Vendors on our website and in each Bid 
Solicitation along with the key performance indicators that will be 
monitored for each contract.

• Vendor Performance Web training to commence in 2018.



Newmarket Evaluation System

• Non-point system recommended by Staff Task Force.

• The performance categories on each of the five evaluation forms is based 
on risk to the Town.

• The rating system is that your overall rating is that the Vendor is rated 
based on their worst category rating.

• Satisfactory and below  Evaluation ratings are reviewed by Manager, 
Procurement prior to issuance to the Vendor to ensure back-up 
information supports rating i.e. previous attempts were made to correct 
performance.

• Supplier can challenge debrief within 10 days to Manager, Procurement.

• Supplier can protest evaluation to an “Bid Review Panel”. 



Newmarket’s Non-Point Rating System

Rating Description of Rating

A Exceptional Performance significantly exceeds Contract requirements to the Owner's benefit, for

example, the Contractor implemented innovative or business process reengineering

techniques, which resulted in added value to the Owner. The contractual performance

of the element or sub-element being assessed was accomplished with few minor

problems for which corrective actions taken by the Contractor were highly effective.

B Good Performance meets contractual requirements and exceeds in some area(s) to the 

Owner's benefit. The contractual performance of the element or sub-element being 

assessed was accomplished with some minor problems for which corrective actions 

taken by the Contractor were effective

C Satisfactory Performance meets contractual requirements. The contractual performance of the

element or sub-element contains some minor problems for which proposed corrective

actions taken by the Contractor appear satisfactory, or completed corrective actions

were satisfactory.

D Cautionary Performance did not quite meet contractual requirements. The contractual performance

of the element or sub-element contains some minor problems for which proposed

corrective actions taken by the Contractor appear to be a continued minor concern, or

completed corrective actions were slightly below satisfactory.

E Not 

Satisfactory

Performance does not meet some contractual requirements. The contractual

performance of the element or sub-element being assessed reflects a serious problem

for which the Contractor has submitted minimal corrective actions, if any. The

Contractor’s proposed actions appear only marginally effective or were not fully

implemented.

F Unacceptable Performance does not meet contractual requirements and recovery is not likely in a

timely or cost effective manner. The contractual performance of the element or sub-

element contains serious problem(s) for which the Contractor's corrective actions

appear or were ineffective.



Newmarket’s Standardized Performance Evaluation Templates

1. Construction

2. Infrastructure Consulting

3. General Consulting

4. Goods

5. Services



City of Ottawa - Vendor Performance 
Management Program (VPM)

Will McDonald

Chief Procurement Officer

Supply Services, City of Ottawa



Program Objectives

• Improve communication between City staff and vendors 

• Provide feedback with the goal of performance excellence

• Create and track standard Key Performance Indicators (KPI).

• Improve the overall performance of vendors over time

• Build a history of vendor performance over time, allowing future 
vendor selection decisions to include a historical performance 
perspective 

• Support the Contract Administration process used to address non-
performance



Scope

• ‘Construction’ related contracts including:

• Engineering consultants (design, contract admin, Inspection)

• Construction (general) contractors.

• Bidders notified at time of tender that projects will be VPM eligible. 

• Evaluations done for the prime contractor/consultant based on contract 
value.

Evaluation Thresholds:

Consultants: $15,000 Contractors: $100,000



Development Process

• System designed through researching best practices and industry consultations.

• Reviewed reports and evaluation systems in use:

FEDERAL: PWGSC, Defence Construction Canada

PROVINCIAL: MTO, Infrastructure Ontario

MUNICIPAL: Calgary, Toronto, Hamilton, Oakville, Mississauga



Development Process

Research identified 5 key evaluation categories that needed to be 
evaluated:

QUALITY

CUSTOMER SERVICE

COST CONTROL

TIMELINESS

SAFETY



Consultations

Prior to implementation, consulted with numerous industry organizations:

• Industry very supportive of an evaluation system

CONTRACTORS: • Ottawa Construction Association / Canadian 

Construction Association

• General Contractors Association of Ottawa

• National Capital Heavy Construction Association

CONSULTANTS: • Consulting Engineers of Ontario

• Ontario Association of Architects / Ottawa Regional

Society of Architects

• Ontario Association of Landscape Architects



Process Design – Industry Feedback

Detailed process was built with focus on consistency and fairness. Process 
included key industry feedback:

1) Industry wanted better defined scoring criteria.

• There are standard templates that describe each criteria and 
performance level. 

• A start-up meeting will further clarify the criteria as it relates to project 
specific expectations.



Process Design – Industry Feedback

2) Industry wanted multiple controls to ensure consistency and 
fairness.

• Project Managers (the evaluators) received technical and process 
training. 

• All evaluations are reviewed and approved by higher level managers.

• Evaluations based on supporting documentation. There are more 
rigorous reviews for very high scores and those below satisfactory.

• Scoring trends are monitored internally.



Process Design – Industry Feedback

3) Industry wanted to give written feedback in the online system prior 
to approving or appealing the evaluation.

• The system enables open text vendor feedback.

4) Industry wanted a chance to review and discuss the evaluation 
prior to it being entered into the system.

• The performance evaluation is a mandatory topic at monthly update 
meetings and project completion. Feedback is to be ongoing.



Process Design – Industry Feedback

5) Industry wanted the evaluation to reflect certain extra costs and 
delays outside their control.

• Vendors will not be penalized for things outside their control (requested 
scope changes etc.). 

• Regular communication and documentation will ensure these issues 
are addressed at the time of occurrence and reflected as such in the 
evaluation.



Process Design – Industry Feedback

6) Industry wanted an appeals process.

• Appeals incorporated into evaluation process.

• Vendors given fair period to file an appeal.

• Evaluation score suspended until final decision rendered.

• General contractors, design consultants, and contract administrators all 
contribute to the success of a construction project. They are all subject to 
evaluation to help ensure consistency and fairness.



Development Challenges

• Previously there were only paper-based evaluations on some projects. 
No formal rules and results not analyzed.

• Had to engage multiple user groups across the City and develop standard 
processes and templates.

• Had to configure a centralized electronic database with the City’s 
processes to host the evaluations.

• Had to develop a “phase-in” strategy to speed up implementation.



Scoring

• Individual evaluation scores and Overall Vendor Scores (OVS)
are tracked

• Low scores will have supporting comments and documentation

• OVS is a weighted-average over the last 3 years and can be 
template-specific:



Scoring

• Individual evaluations and OVS scores fall into 5 performance 
levels:

• Those with an OVS below Satisfactory (in yellow) are monitored more 
closely

Performance Level Score Range

Outstanding 90-100%

Commendable 80-89%

Satisfactory 70-79%

Needs Improvement 50-69%

Not Satisfactory <50%



General Contractor (Construction) 
Template

8 KPI for general contractors with the following point weightings:

Key Performance Indicators Points

Overall Project Management 15

Supervision 10

Quality 15

Health and Safety 15

Cooperation and Client Relations 10

Cost Control 10

Site Management 10

Schedule Management 15

Total 100



Consultant (Design) Template

6 KPI for Consultants with the following point weightings:

Key Performance Indicators Points

Overall Project Management 20

Schedule 15

Budget Management 20

Quality of Design, Reports and 

Deliverables
20

Issue and Risk Management 15

Communication and Cooperation 10

Total 100



Contract Administration Template

8 KPI for contract administrators with the following point weightings:

Key Performance Indicators Points

Overall Project Management 15

Schedule Monitoring 15

Cost Control 15

Technical Support 10

Oversight of Contract Compliance 15

Issue and Risk Management 10

Communication and Cooperation 10

Records Management 10

Total 100



Templates – KPI Scoring

• 3 templates: general contractor, engineering consultant, and contract 
administration

• A rating guide describes each KPI with 5 performance levels and a 
corresponding rating:

Performance Level

(Highest to Lowest)

KPI Rating 

(% of total possible Points)

Outstanding 100%

Commendable 85%

Satisfactory 70%

Needs Improvement 50%

Not Satisfactory 25%



VPM Expectations Document



Program Status to Date

At the end of Q2 2017 . . . 

• 620 completed final evaluations for 159/234 vendors with projects for 
evaluation

• 26/620 final evaluations below satisfactory

Projects 
Opened

1367

Engineering Consultant 576 42%

Contract Administration 343 25%

Construction Contractor 448 33%



Program Status to Date

At the end of Q2 2017 . . . 
• 79.76 average vendor score (in satisfactory range)

• Average scores by template (performance program):

Program Average 
Score:

Highest Average KPI: Lowest Average KPI:

Engineering
Consultant

81.28 81.89 – Overall Project 
Management

79.12 – Issue and Risk 
Management

Contract 
Administration

80.55 83.96 – Technical 
Support during 
Construction

76.29 – Records
Management

Construction
Contractor

80.06 81.83 – Site Management 75.90 – Health and Safety



Program Status to Date

At the end of Q2 2017 . . . 

• No-surprises approach resulted in only 9 appeals

• As more evaluations are completed, additional analysis and use of 
vendor score shall be employed

• At the end of Q2 2017, vendors had an average of 3.90 projects 
evaluated and a median of 2 projects evaluated

• Continued to consult with the Industry on an ongoing basis



Ongoing Discussions with Industry

• VPM Weighting

• Improvements to the KPI wording

• How to deal with new vendors or vendors without a VPM score

• How to balance transparency and confidentiality when using scores in 
awarding contracts.



Lessons Learned

• Consultations with Industry are key to generate buy-in and foster 
continuous improvement of the Program

• Provide resources and training to Project Managers and Management on 
an ongoing basis

• Expect that there will need to be adjustments to business processes 

• Living documents - ensure documentation is reviewed and updated on a 
regular basis as Program evolves



Thank You 

Questions?


